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Increasing number of Internet of Things (IoT) devices and 
growing IoT market share.
Dealing with heterogeneity, speed, and volume in IoT 
researching.
Analyse large heterogeneous IoT datasets in real time, results in 
a competitive advantage.
Domain experts as the main users.





• We must be able 





• We must be able 
to analyse and 
react to these 




• We must be able 
to provide these 
functionalities to 
any kind of 
users.




Design and implementation of an architecture for processing heterogeneous data.
Design and implementation of a friendly and intuitive graphical editor.
Combine and integrate both, the architecture for data processing and the graphical 
editor for modelling.
Exhaustive evaluation of the proposed system.
Providing users with the capability of modelling, consuming, 
processing, analysing, and detecting situations of interest in 
IoT domains through an intuitive and friendly set of tools. 
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State of the Art / Technological Background
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Data Serialization Systems
Data Serialization 
Systems (DSS) allows us 
to convert the data into 
lighter formats.
Powerful to process, 
store, and transport
large amounts of data.
Apache Avro and their 
Schemas.
Avro Generic Records 
in the homogenisation 
task.
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Complex Event Processing
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State of the Art / Technological Background
Complex Event 
Processing (CEP) is a 
well-stablish stream 
analytics technology.
No need to store data, 
we store patterns.
Real time feedback 
means improved 
decision making.
Esper for CEP analytics.
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State of the Art / Technological Background
Stream Processing (SP) is a computer paradigm to process 
streams of unbounded data in real time.
Main benefits: Unlimited streams of data, Event-Based 
Architectures (EDA), Low latency strategy, or good Scalability.
Apache Kafka Streams as SP.
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Model-Driven Development
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State of the Art / Technological Background
Model-Driven 
Development (MDD) 
focuses on the main 
aspects.




A DSML is composed of a 
metamodel, restrictions, 
specific syntax, and 
transformations.
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Existing Approaches
Stream analytics as the main solution.
Homogenisation in the sources or Normalisation of the 
heterogeneous data in batches.
Performance and changes at runtime.
No approaches integrating MDD with SP.
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State of the Art / Related Work
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Motivation
A SP architecture for 
processing 
heterogeneous data.
MEdit4CEP: a MDD 
graphical editor for 
modelling CEP domains 
and situations of 
interest.
The integration of both, 
brings these complex 
technologies to any 
kind of users. 
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MEdit4CEP-SP
RESTful API & NoSQL database for managing the 
persistence.
Avro Schema and EPL Generation.
Improving CEP domain Autodetection.
Improving model change detections.
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MEdit4CEP-SP
Deployment of event types and 
event patterns at runtime.
Autodetection of event types from 
the SP architecture.
Detection of changes on deployed 
event types and event patterns.
Removal and update of event types 
and event patterns at runtime.
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Aim to show the applicability of the proposed solution.
Two case studies: Smart water management and Human activity 
recognition.
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Case Studies / Methodology
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Step 1: CEP Domain Definition
Smart Water Domain
 Defined by the 
user using the 
editor of 
MEdit4CEP-SP.
 Transformed into 
Avro Schema and 
into Avro EPL.
 Deployed into the 
SP architecture 
and stored in the 
NoSQL database.
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Case Studies / CEP Domain Definition
Human Activity Domain
 Inferred by the SP 
architecture.
 Transformed into 
Avro Schema and 
sent to the API.
 Retrieved in the 
editor of 
MEdit4CEP-SP using 
the CEP Domain 
Autodetection 
option.
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Case Studies / Situations of Interest Definition
Modelled, validated, 
and transformed into 
EPL code using the 
editor of MEdit4CEP-SP.
Deployed on the SP 
architecture and stored 
into the NoSQL 
database.
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Step 2: Situation of Interest Definition
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Case Studies / Situations of Interest Definition
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Step 3: Heterogeneous Data Simulation
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Case Studies / Heterogeneous Data Simulation
ITROGEN
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Step 4: Situations of Interest Detection
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Case Studies / Situations of Interest Detection
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• Stream Processing Architecture Performance
• MEdit4CEP-SP Editor Usability
• Comparative Analysis
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Desktop computers: Windows 10, CPU i7-4470, 
12GB RAM.
JMeter and its plugins for the stress tests.
• 8 partitions within a single computer.
• 16 partitions within two computers.
• 24 partitions within three computers.
• 32 partitions within four computers.
Scalability and performance tested in four test 
scenarios simulating 10-minutes tests.
Stream Processing Architecture Performance
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Stream Processing Architecture Performance
A 60-minutes test with 150 000 e/s was also performed successfully.
0.011 ms required to process each message.
100 GB of heterogeneous information processed within 10 minutes 
(135 080 Mb/s).
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Evaluation / Stream Processing Architecture Performance
Task name Mean time (nanoseconds)
Data Homogenisation 8 183 ns
Schema generation 12 966 ns
Creation of the Avro event 2 863 ns
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MEdit4CEP-SP Editor Usability
A case study evaluation with real users.
21 students (non-experienced users) and 7 professors and 
researchers (familiarized users).
They were asked to complete a case study regarding smart water 
management using MEdit4CEP-SP.
After complete the required tasks, they were asked to answer a 
questionnaire of 18 questions.
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Evaluation / MEdit4CEP-SP Editor Usability
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MEdit4CEP-SP Editor Usability
prefer to use the editor to define domains and patterns, rather than code them 
manually.
believe that the domain expert is the most suitable user for the editor.
All of them agreed that all the functionalities are useful.
were able to complete the tasks in less than 60 minutes, without any prior 
training.
were able to understand perfectly the overall architecture.
A few improvements were suggested.
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Comparative Analysis
F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10
Our proposal X X X X X - X X X X
Carcillo et al. X - - X - X - - - X
D’Silva et al. X - X X X - - - - X
Jung et al. X - X - - - - - - X
Zeydan et al. X - X X X X - - - -
Malek et al. X - X X - - - - - X
Stripelis et al. X - X X X X - - - -
Hu et al. X - X - X - - - - -
Montori et al. - - - X - X - - - -
Oteafy X - - X X - - - - -
Santos et al. - - X X - X - - - -
Estévez-Ayres et al. X X X X - - - - - X
Boubeta et al. X - X X - - X - - -
Clemente et al. X - X X - - X - - -
Guerriero et al. X X X - - X X - - -
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Conclusions
In this PhD we have presented MEdit4CEP-SP.
A series of case studies that show its domain versatility.
An exhaustive evaluation that proves its optimal performance, its 
scalability, and its high usability.
A collaborative environment in which several users can deploy, 
update and remove definitions from a shared processing engine.
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Future Research Lines
• Shapelets analysis.
• Use trends instead of event patterns.
Time Series 
Classification
• Add data consumers in the editor.
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